Install Sound

JTS GM-5218 installED at Oldham Memorial Methodist Church, Pune
The Oldham Memorial Methodist Church
founded in the early 1900’s, is one of the
oldest religious structures of Pune. The
church has reinvigorated its services with
newly acquired JTS GM-5218 gooseneck
microphone. The church authorities
purchased the JTS GM-5218 through
Oceanic Sound the official dealers for JTS,
P.Audio, Dynatech and Mackie in the region.
Reggie of Oceanic Audio said, “The
priests and preachers of Oldham Memorial
Methodist Church were seeking an
efficient and aesthetically pleasing pulpit
microphone, as they desired to improve
the quality of speech delivery for their

The Oldham Memorial Church, Pune
regular services. After a brief look at the
options available, they opted to go for the
JTS GM-5218, owing to its great quality
audio pick-up and delivery, and also for

the fact that it was the
most price-efficient product
in its range, delivering a
feature set that no other
model in its class did.
And from what we have
heard, they’re absolutely
thrilled with the purchase.
Their audio experience at
their regular services has
improved tremendously.
And according to the ministers, the
participation from the crowd has gotten
even more vibrant. Now, that’s the kind of
feedback we love listening to.”

Studiomaster Professional ARC series adds ARC 60
The Studiomaster Professional’s ARC
series installation speakers have added ARC
60 to its series. This model from the ARC
series is a wall mounted 60W installation
speaker. The design of the speaker is
compact, water-resistant and completely
versatile. The ARC 60 incorporates a
premium 6.5” speaker with a 1” tweeter
to deliver clear sound reproduction. The
speaker is housed in high quality ABS
enclosure to protect it from external
elements such as heat, dust and moisture.
With a sensitivity of 91 ±3dB (1W, 1M)
and frequency response 80Hz-20 kHz, the
ARC 60 boasts of great sensitivity, dispersion

and wise throw. This feature helps especially
in challenging installs where the speaker
plays a crucial role in addressing the public
at social events. Like most speakers in the
ARC series, this speaker too consists of a
tap selectivity switch for different output
levels such as 60W/30W/15W/7.5W and 8Ω.
Apart from the technical prowess, the
ARC 60 is visually pleasing. It has been
ergonomically designed to seamlessly
integrate with the most demanding
architectural aesthetics, structural and
performance requirements. The ARC 60
is supplied with standard brackets which
makes mounting seamless. This compact

and high
performance
install speaker
is ideal
for sound
reinforcements
in places of
worship, malls,
restaurants,
educational
institutions or
any application
that requires
beauty and
performance.

ARC 60 compact
and water-resistant
speaker

NX Audio’s new 4 Channel IT Series
The New 4 Channel IT series with
extremely efficient Class ITM design is a
premium heavy-duty toroidal transformer
model delivering tremendous output
from a 3U Chassis. With High End audio-
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specific Components, the IT series of power
amplifiers can deliver an enormous amount
of power with an unmatched sonic quality
specially for subs even on continuous
operation in the most critic working
conditions.
Class ITM is the
latest technology on
high power audio
amplification. The
output signal amplified
through a Class ITM
power module accurately
tracks the input signal
waveform, achieving a
much greater efficiency
and sonic quality than
on other standard
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amplifier classes. HS-CMRR Balanced Inputs:
The balanced signal inputs on the IT
amplifiers implement a High Sensitivity
CMRR (Common Mode Rejection Ratio)
design in order to reject even the slightest
added distortion on the signal, thus
assuring the best possible audio signal at
the input.
The IT series has Ultra low-load output
capacity and a Channel independent
power supply ,plus a Channel independent
protection warning indicator on the front
panel. IT series comes in 2 versions , the
IT-11000 delivering 10800w RMS @4 ohms (
2700Wx4 Ch ) and the IT-8000 7600w RMS
@4 ohms ( 1900Wx4 Ch ) Overall the IT
series offers brilliant Value for money and
power in a relatively compact enclosure.
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